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ABSTRACT
GLOBAL WARMING, CLIMATE CHANGE AND DEPLETION OF OZONE LAYER

**GOVIND KUMAR SAXENA & PRIYAL ANAND

“Global warming has bump into as a monumental issue of debate among completely different
countries. Wide-scale use of non-renewable energy resources has exponentially accrued the
degree of pollution. This has perpendicular environmental stability and commenced increasing
the worldwide temperature (the surface temperature has raised by virtually .5°C within the last
twenty five years. This has resulted within the rising rate of melting of the ice cap on mountains
and therefore the increase of oceanic levels. This additionally encompasses a direct influence on
rains and weather fluctuations. At this rate, whereas warming might not cause abundant damage
to the existent world, it'll for certain be a menace for the approaching generations. The rampant
step-up of warmth waves and retreat of glaciers square measure simply little if not insignificant
expressions of worldwide warming. Over the last fifteen years, several G30 summits are on the
matter. Most countries have adopted potent Renewable Energy Targets for future twenty years
and square measure about to go part or entirely off the grid. The institution of renewable energy
sources like sun, wind and water and process of greenhouse gases square measure worthy
solutions. This analysis work takes a close inspect the potencies and stretches if warming and the
way it may be restrained. It additionally provides a surprising reply through the apparent
holocaust the word is facing, say, within the next century. the great work zeroes in on typical
topographies that relate to the aspects of world warming with larger credence and finds mercurial
proof of the amount of disassembly that warming will cause. The analysis work makes one issue
clear. We have a tendency to cannot simply rely on what our several Governments do for the
motion; we've to proactive steps towards rendering stability to the atmosphere through energyconscious organization reception.”

